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Featured story

Rebirth for
Earth Online
On 27 April, the old Earth Online website retired, to make
space for a brand new portal - still intending to serve Earth
Observation scientists and experts worldwide.

DATA NEWS
New SMOS sea surface wind speed products now available
The European Space Agency (ESA), the Institut Français pour la Recherche
et l'Exploitation de la MER (IFREMER) and the French company
OceanDataLab are pleased to announce a new operational service.

ESA Announcement of Opportunity for Planet - PlanetScope and SkySat
- Deadline extended
The Announcement of Opportunity released in January has an extended
deadline for proposal submission to end of June 2020.

UPCOMING EVENTS

16/11/2020
MicroRad 2020: This event takes
place on 16 - 20 November 2020.

CONTACT US

02/11/2020
Aeolus Cal/Val and Science
Workshop: This workshop takes
place on 2 - 6 November 2020.

05/10/2020
CryoSat 10th Anniversary
Conference: The CryoSat
Conference takes place on 5 - 8
October 2020.
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Highlight on:

Mission
Continuity
Long-term availability of Earth observation
data from a given instrument is crucial to
many data users and their research—but just
how does it work?
ESA has been gathering Earth observation data for a
long time: the Agency began systematically archiving
data from other agencies’ satellites, so-called Third
Party Missions, in the early 1980s before its own Earth
observation programme kicked off in 1991 with the
launch of its first satellite, ERS-1.

ERS-1’s mission ended in 1995 and its successor,
ERS-2, was active until 2011, but the foundation Earth
Science measurements that the Agency initiated with
their launch in 1991, continue to be acquired to this
day. These measurements include high-resolution Cband Synthetic Aperture Radar imagery over land and
ocean, land and sea surface temperatures and height
and scatterometer-based recordings of global wind
fields.
These datasets were extended first through ERS-2
and then through ESA's follow-up environmental
satellite, Envisat, with scatterometer measurements
being taken over by EUMETSAT’s MetOp satellites.
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Feature: PROBA-V

Did you know? New PROBA-V
infographic
ESA's vegetation-monitoring mission - PROBA-V -

In honour of PROBA-V's seven year anniversary in

will end operations in June 2020 after seven years.

May, a special microsite has been released by VITO.

In honour of the occasion, and as the anniversary of
the launch in May 2013 approaches, we took the
occasion to summarise this minisatellite and its
achievements in an infographic.
Download the Infographic

The website showcases imagery acquired by ESA's
vegetation-monitoring mission on its journey around our
planet, and includes interesting quotes and stories
provided by key personnel closely associated with the
SPOT Vegetation and PROBA-V missions.
Visit the PROBA-V microsite
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